Specialist Applications

LO NG V I E W 2
Multi Environment Tactical Observation and Recording Solution

The Camera: Longview 2 is the latest
and most cost effective ultra-long range
observations and surveillance system on
the market. Optimised for deployment in
a wide range of environs it is particularly
well suited to border, coastal, perimeter
and mobile surveillance operations.
These camera systems are in daily use in
some of the most demanding
environments in the world and their
durability and reliability is as impressive as
their ability to see.
The Longview 2 camera incorporates
ultra high performance optics that delivers
a genuine 100x fully optical zoom
capability. This, coupled with a multi
sensor camera and a unique software
solution, enables it to see that which
eludes other more costly systems and
specifically, without using complex,
expensive and often unreliable thermal
technology.

PTZ and Remote Operation: The pan,
tilt and zoom mechanism on the camera
is designed and specifically matched to
the extended range and performance
demands of Longview 2.

FEATURES
• 6-100x optical zoom with 4 HQ
camera sensors in one housing
Colour overview
Colour high resolution

Radar: Longview 2 is controllable using
industry standard Pelco-D extended
protocol. This provides absolute
positioning and positional feedback.
Should radar or perimeter intrusion
detection systems be used that do not
support Pelco-D extended protocol, we
are able to write bespoke interface
plug-ins for other systems.

Ultra low light (0.00003 lux)
Ultra high contrast sensor for fog,
snow, rain and sand storms
• Switchable image stabilisation
• Automatic target tracking
• Rugged IP66 ‘hostile environment’
housing with low maintenance and
very low power consumption
• Laser illuminator option available

“Seeing is Believing”
BENEFITS
• Can be deployed in minutes as an
independent system or it can be fully
integrated as part of a networked
solution

Our Markets:

• Rapid deployment kit (RDK) available
for tactical deployments
• RDK records for up to 30 days
• Specifically designed to meet the
requirements of military, covert,
policing and security sectors

For more information visit our website, or contact us:
sales@scenepro.co.uk
+44 (0) 7971 863 892

• Now simple to carry out long range
observations in the most demanding
environs

www.scenepro.co.uk

Surveillance Systems

The ultra-low light camera
in Longview 2 is over
150x more sensitive
than industry standard
CCTV cameras

Rapid Deployment Kit

Rapid Deployment Kit: Not all situations requiring long-range
observation or surveillance can be anticipated or preplanned.
Those that occur more dynamically at airports, in hostage
situations and at incidents at remote locations often create the
need for equipment to be deployed in a rapid and timely
manner. Our Rapid Deployment Kit (RDK) has been specially
designed with this in mind and consists of:
• 15” colour monitor with joystick controller
• 2TB DVR storage with 30 days recording capability @25FPS
on 2 channels
• 2x video encoders
• Digital image stabilizer
The RDK can be remotely deployed within a Control Room or
Green Room environment to provide incident commanders with
full control over a remotely deployed Longview camera, whilst at
the same time, recording events as they unfold and providing an
instant record and review capability to help inform critical
decision making.
Power Management System: Running off a standard 12V
power supply, Longview 2 can be run from a car or leisure
battery for extended periods of time. This feature makes it
ideal for deployment in remote environments or where
power is scarce.
System Maintenance & Support: As well as system
operation training, our training covers system assembly and
dis-assembly as well as basic troubleshooting. This provides
users with the ability to deliver first line ‘in the field’
maintenance when required. All units are sold with 12 month
return to base warranty as standard.

For further information or to arrange a
local demonstration of Longview 2
please contact our specialist advisors at:
sales@scenepro.co.uk

For more information visit our website, or contact us:
sales@scenepro.co.uk
+44 (0) 7971 863 892

Installation, Project & Technical Management: Full
onsite installation services and project management is
available for our products.

www.scenepro.co.uk
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